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Flirty, Feminine, and Fun – It’s Spring 2006 at GUESS? 

 
KUALA LUMPUR – February 2006 – For the spring 2006 season, GUESS gets its inspiration 

from the sun and surf of California.  Both fun and flirty, the laidback California vibe is referenced 

in the warm, sunny colors and relaxed silhouettes of the collection.  Whether driving her 

convertible up the Pacific Coast Highway with the top down or strutting the boardwalk in Venice 

Beach, the GUESS girl is always perfectly outfitted in the hottest styles of the season. 

 

January is all about pieces that are soft and feminine but still sexy and fabulous.  The GUESS girl 

creates her unique look by piling on ribbed tanks that have been updated with frilly lace trim or 

cute, kitschy graphics – each available in a kaleidoscope of colors.  This season, layering creates 

fresh looks. Lightweight knits are paired with pieces in super sheer jersey to allow the GUESS 

girl to express herself through a mix of colors and textures.  Railstripe denim provides the perfect 

finish to any look.  On bodies ranging from mini skirt to Capri to full-length, this soft, 

sunbleached denim is the style that the GUESS girl reaches for day after day. 

 

GUESS’s flirty fashions continue in February and March.  Sweet ice cream novelty tees dress the 

GUESS? girl with a smile and a wink.  Paired with tees or tanks, chic blazers in classic neutrals 

or modern stripes create a complex look that is at once classy and casual.  Jersey dresses in bright, 

fruity colors either stand alone or become luxurious layering pieces over the season’s denim 

bottoms.  White bottoms are a new staple as twill or denim fabrications add an airy punch to any 

ensemble. 

 

The GUESS girl is always on the go, and she’s sure to stock up on this season’s stylishly 

comfortable active wear pieces.  Silky, stretchy knits are updated with hip details like satin 

pockets while rhinestones add a glimmer of unexpected sparkle.  Terry, used for everything from 

short shorts to ruffled minis to cropped hoodies, comes in a range of bright pinks and oranges that 

ensure the GUESS girl gets noticed. 

 

Known for its trend-setting denim, GUESS takes the fabric to a whole new level for spring ’06 

with the Premium line.  Each flattering fit is made from premium Italian denim, with washes and 

finishes all created by hand.  A true denim aficionado, the GUESS girl wears her jeans from day 

into night knowing they can be dressed up or dressed down for any occasion.  Refined yet sexy, 

these denim styles are the very essence of GUESS. 
 

Established in 1981, GUESS began as a jeans company and has since successfully grown into a global lifestyle 

brand. Today, GUESS designs, markets and distributes full collections of women’s, men’s and children’s apparel 

as well as accessories. Throughout the years, the GUESS image has been portrayed in unforgettable, innovative 

campaigns that have made the brand a household name. GUESS is distributed throughout the United States and 

Canada in fine department and specialty stores, its retail and factory stores, and on its online store GUESS.com. 

GUESS has licensees and distributors in South America, Europe, Asia, Africa, Australia and the Middle East.  In 

addition to shopping online, you can find more information on GUESS at www.guess.com. 
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